NEVADA STATE OFFICE
NONCOMPETITIVE DAY AFTER STATISTICS

COMPETITIVE SALE DATE: August 30, 2022
SIMULTANEOUS FILING DATE: August 31, 2022

1. NUMBER OF PARCELS AVAILABLE FOR NONCOMPETITIVE OFFERS: 13
2. NUMBER OF ACRES AVAILABLE FOR NONCOMPETITIVE OFFERS: 39571.200
3. NUMBER OF NONCOMPETITIVE OFFERS RECEIVED: 9
4. NUMBER OF PARCELS RECEIVED OFFERS: 8
5. NUMBER OF ACRES RECEIVED OFFERS: 25535.890
6. PERCENTAGE OF PARCELS RECEIVED OFFERS: 61.54 %
7. NUMBER OF PARCELS RECEIVING MORE THAN ONE OFFER: 1
8. NUMBER OF NONCOMPETITIVE OFFERS REJECTED: 1
9. NUMBER OF PRESALE OFFERS TO BE ISSUED NONCOMPETITIVELY: 0
10. ACRES OF PRESALE OFFERS TO BE ISSUED NONCOMPETITIVELY: 0
11. NUMBER OF PRESALE OFFERS WITHDRAWN: 0
12. ACREAGE OF PRESALE OFFERS WITHDRAWN: 0
13. TOTAL RENTAL COLLECTED: $30,615.00
14. FILING FEES COLLECTED: $4,050.00
15. TOTAL MONIES COLLECTED: $39,774.00
16. REFUND: $5,079.00
17. RENTAL RETAINED: $25,536.00
18. TOTAL DEPOSIT: $34,665.00